Dashboard Reporting
Key features of DASH
Uses MS Excel standard reporting capabilites

Calculating and charting capabilities to build
powerful and flexible dashboards

Standard Enterprise dashboard out of the box

Real-time data “snapshot” in one click

Project specific dashboard customisable to users’
needs

Analyses key data quick for better decisionmaking

Simple to use “search, click, report”

A fast, efficient, consistent way to report
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Dashboard Manager

Our Clients

Space project and space missions’ management is a complex activity that
involves the participation of many team members, business partners and
subcontractors. Their interaction results in a vast quantity of information
to be routinely created, exchanged, progressed, analysed, and ultimately
reported upon.
The management practice relies on several software tools at the disposal of
the project resources. In this respect, the ECLIPSE software suite provides
many alternative solutions via its dedicated and highly-configurable modules
(DCCM, eRISK, eRID, AIM, eRISK, eNCTS and DAB) to address specific
procedural, data recording and management needs of a space project.
The space project human resources typically include the Project Manager
and the team members, which often are led by specialist discipline
managers, such as the engineering, quality, product assurance, data
configuration and contract managers. Each and every one of them has a
need to monitor project information and data relevant to their own activities,
and those of their team members, business partners and subcontractors.
The DASH module is dedicated to these monitoring & reporting activities.
It supplements the other ECLIPSE suite modules by providing the ability
for each authorised users’ category to create their own specific reporting
dashboards. All users permitted to do so can then run Enterprise and/
or Project level dashboard reports as and when required. They are able to
condense high volumes of data in meaningful graphical representations
focussing on the information which is most important to them at a specific
point in time.
When reporting deadlines are approaching, the project team members can
continue to focus on their job, removing the need to assemble otherwise
tedious reports, leaving the challenges of reporting to DASH. For example, a
DASH authorised user can run an Action Item List Status Report, or a NonConformance Status Report across the project with one click.
The DASH dashboard reports take full advantage of the MS Excel standards,
calculating and charting capabilities, and hence allow the expert user to
build extremely powerful Dashboards that can not only visualise but also
process vast amounts of data.
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LEARN MORE
And request
a demonstration!
Call: +31 (0) 71 407 6518
sales@sapienzaconsulting.com
www.sapienzaconsulting.com

Standardisation
ECLIPSE DASH module
addresses the reporting
needs of many of the ECSS
standards, examples of these
are: project milestones
(ECSS-M-ST-60C),
risk management
(ECSS-M-ST-80C), product
assurance (ECSS-Q-ST-10C),
just to name a few.

